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AstroFinalExamv1s1
1. Which of the following changes in the properties of a giant molecular cloud might cause it to collapse?
___ a) Two of these are correct
___ b) Decrease mass at fixed temperature and size
___ c) Increase temperature at fixed mass and size
___ d) Increase size at fixed pressure and mass
___ e) Increase mass at fixed temperature and size

2. An object emits thermal (blackbody) radiation with a peak wavelength of 250nm. How does its temperature compare with the
Sun?
___ a) 5 times colder than the Sun
___ b) The temperature is the same
___ c) 2 times colder than the Sun
___ d) 5 times hotter than the Sun
___ e) 2 times hotter than the Sun

3. Most of the ______ that astronomers observe from Earth is seen in the form of synchrotron radiation, which is produced
when electrons oscillate around magnetic fields.
___ a) meteors
___ b) energy
___ c) photons
___ d) radio waves
___ e) meteorites

4. An argument used to support the geocentric model held that heavenly bodies, while perhaps large, were able to move
quickly.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE
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5. Cosmology is the study of
___ a) the oceans
___ b) the formation of the solar system
___ c) planetary atmospheres
___ d) the universe as a whole
___ e) the birth and death of stars

6. Planet comes from the Greek word for 'wanderer'.
___ a) true
___ b) false

7. At 6pm a new moon would be
___ a) below the horizon
___ b) overhead
___ c) eastern horizon
___ d) western horizon

8. What two names are associated with the first new planet found (after those known by the ancients using the naked eye)
___ a) Uranus and George's Star
___ b) Mercury and Friendship
___ c) Pluto and Goofy
___ d) Neptune and the Alabama Streaker
___ e) Mars and the Candy Bar

9. One way to determine the distance to a nebula or small cluster of clouds is to compare the angular expansion to the
spectroscopic Doppler shift. Two clusters (A and B) have the same spectroscopically measured velocity. Cluster A is moving
towards the observer and exhibits the greater angular expansion. Which cluster is closer?
___ a) cluster B, because it exhibits a red Doppler shift
___ b) cluster B, because it exhibits less angular expansion
___ c) either cluster might be more distant
___ d) cluster A, because it exhibits a blue Doppler shift
___ e) cluster A, because it exhibits greater angular expansion
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10. In what sequence did Mercury's weird terrain and Caloris basin form?
___ a) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years before the Caloris basin
___ b) The weird terrain was formed almost immediately after the Caloris basin
___ c) The weird terrain was formed a few millions years after the Caloris basin
___ d) The were formed at exactly the same time
___ e) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years after the Caloris basin

11. The universe is about
___ a) 150 billion years old
___ b) 150 million years old
___ c) 15 million years old
___ d) 1.5 billion years old
___ e) 15 billion years old

12. At midnight a 1st quarter moon would be
___ a) western horizon
___ b) eastern horizon
___ c) overhead
___ d) below the horizon

13. Many stars in a typical open cluster are nearly as old as the universe
___ a) True
___ b) False

14. The Ptolemaic system was geocentric.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE
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15. In astrophysics, what is accretion?
___ a) the increase in temperature and pressure of a star as it collapses from its own gravity
___ b) the growth of a comet's tail as it comes close to the Sun
___ c) the growth in size of a massive star as its outer atmosphere expands
___ d) the growth of a massive object by gravitationally attracting more matter
___ e) the condensation of volatiles as a gas cools

16. The Ptolemaic system was heliocentric.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

17. The bands in the atmosphere of Jupiter are associated with a patter of alternating wind velocities that are
___ a) easterly and westerly
___ b) both of these
___ c) updrafts and downdrafts

18. Stars can "evaporate" from a cluster. What does this mean?
___ a) Close encounters between 3 or more cluster members gives one star enough speed to leave the cluster
___ b) The gravitational attraction between stars evaporates the gas from stars
___ c) The solar wind from neighboring stars blows the atmosphere away

19. Does Jupiter's moon Io have craters?
___ a) yes, from impacts
___ b) no, the surface is too new
___ c) no, the surface is too old
___ d) yes, from volcanoes
___ e) yes, about half from impacts and the others from volcanoes
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20. According to Wikipedia, a "mineral" is a naturally occurring solid that
___ a) contains carbon
___ b) is by a chemical formula
___ c) has useful value
___ d) is heterogeneous
___ e) does not contain carbon

21. The Wikipedia article Sidereus Nuncius suggests that the inventor of the telescope was likely to be
___ a) A Greek scholar
___ b) none of these
___ c) a lensmaker
___ d) a Chinese scientist
___ e) Galileo

22. What is a Bok globule in the formation of stellar systems?
___ a) A small portion of a giant cloud that collapses
___ b) A black hole that enters a cloud and triggers the collapse
___ c) A small planet that formed before any stars have formed
___ d) A supernovae precurser that attracts more gas atoms
___ e) A cluster of giant molecular clouds that coalesce to form a solar system

23. What statement is FALSE about Galileo and the Median Stars
___ a) motion could be observed after observing a moon for just one hour
___ b) Galileo named them after a famous and wealthy family
___ c) they were described by Aristotle
___ d) they were lined up
___ e) they are actually moons
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24. What is this?
___ a) the magnetic field of Venus
___ b) a supernovae remnant
___ c) colliding galaxies
___ d) the magnetic field of Saturn
___ e) a dying star

25. Stellar parallax is
___ a) Triangulation to deduce the distance to nearby stars
___ b) None of these is correct.
___ c) Two of these is correct
___ d) Using changes in the angular position of a star to deduce the star’s distance
___ e) Using spectral lines to deduce the distance to nearby stars

26. The lobate feature shown in the figure is evidence of
}
___ a) dust storms
___ b) plate tectonics
___ c) lava flow
___ d) water flow
___ e) wind erosion

27. Which of the following statements is FALSE?

Martian lobate feature

___ a) Jupiter emits more energy than it receives from the Sun
___ b) Jupiter has four large moons and many smaller ones
___ c) Jupiter has a system of rings
___ d) The Great Red Spot is a storm that has raged for over 300 years
___ e) Jupiter is the largest known planet
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28. What causes the blue glow of the Crab nebula?
___ a) the same emission found in a Lava lamp (ultraviolet)
___ b) the Doppler blue shift
___ c) the curving motion of electrons in a magnetic field; such motion traps ultraviolet and blue light
___ d) the curving motion of electrons in a magnetic field; such motion resembles a radio antenna
___ e) the Gravitational blue shift

29. What is unusual about calculations of the mass of Pluto made in the early part of the 20th century?
___ a) The estimates were high. Pluto was less massive than they calculated
___ b) The estimates were too low. Pluto was actually more massive than they thought.
___ c) It was the first time a planet's period of orbit around the sun was used to calculate the planet's mass
___ d) The estimates were correct to within less than 10%
___ e) It was the first time a moon was used to calculate the mass of a planet

30. How many years did it take before Europe made a device as sophisticated as Antikythera?
___ a) 300 years
___ b) 1500 years
___ c) 3000 years
___ d) 30 years
___ e) 15,000 years

31. In this hypothetical image of a sunlike star we see a bright band of dust that we on
Earth call zodiacal light. It is due to sunlight reflecting off dust in the
___ a) Van Allen belt
___ b) ecliptic plane
___ c) Oort Cloude
___ d) Kuiper belt

planetary disk

___ e) magnetic sun's magnetic field
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32. Currently there are 7 billion people on Earth, if that ever increases to 10 billion people, for every person on Earth there will
be ____ stars in the Milky Way galaxy.
___ a) 20
___ b) 2
___ c) 2000
___ d) 200

33. In the 3rd century BC, Aristarchus of Samos estimated the size of
___ a) Earth and the Sun
___ b) the Sun
___ c) the Moon and Sun
___ d) the Moon
___ e) Earth and the Moon

34. Very far from the sun, the heliosphere
___ a) becomes weaker than the interstellar wind
___ b) becomes the magnetosphere
___ c) reverses direction
___ d) never ends
___ e) spins in the opposite direction

35. At 9am a new moon would be}
___ a) high in eastern sky
___ b) high in western sky
___ c) overhead
___ d) below the western horizon
___ e) eastern horizon
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36. Suppose the light clock involved a ball being tossed back and forth on a train going
just under the speed of sound. In contrast to the situation for light reflecting back and
forth on a train going just under the speed of light, there is virtually no time dilation.
Why?
___ a) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
smaller.
___ b) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
greater.
___ c) Special relativity is valid only for objects travelling in a vacuum.
___ d) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling faster.
___ e) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling more slowly.

37. Absolute magnitude is
___ a) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
___ b) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
___ c) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.
___ d) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
___ e) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth

38. A star that is increasing it's temperature while maintaining constant luminosity is
___ a) turning red
___ b)e) getting larger in size
___ c) on the verge of becoming a supernovae
___ d) in the process of dying
___ e) getting smaller in size

39. The 1982 Voyager flyby of Miranda (a moon of Uranus) established that _____
___ a) Miranda has the largest active volcano in the solar system
___ b) inspired a theory a previous incarnation was destroyed by a collision
___ c) Two other answers are correct (making this the only true answer).
___ d) Miranda probably has an iron core
___ e) Miranda has geysers.
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40. According to Wikipedia, ______ was formed due to swelling of the Tharsis bulge which caused the crust to collapse
___ a) Hellas basin
___ b) the northern lowlands
___ c) Valles Marineris
___ d) Elysium
___ e) the southern lowlands

41. What was Messier doing when he independently rediscovered the Crab in 1758?
___ a) Attempting one of the first star charts
___ b) Looking for a comet that he knew would be appearing in that part of the sky.
___ c) Attempting to count asteroids
___ d) Trying to measure the orbital radius of a planet
___ e) Looking for lobsters

42. A grouping with a hundred stars is probably a
___ a) AB association
___ b) elliptical galaxy
___ c) open cluster
___ d) globular cluster
___ e) dwarf galaxy

43. In the Wikipedia excerpt on "Planetary Astronomy" the mechanism by which a meander grows over time was discussed.
Which of the the following is best describes why meanders grow? (Pick only one best answer)
___ a) a combination of deposition and erosion
___ b) combination of erosion and underlying bedrock strength
___ c) wind erosion
___ d) occasional periods of intense flooding
___ e) combination of deposition and underlying bedrock strength
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44. What is the mechanism that heats the interior of Jupiter?
___ a) radioactivity
___ b) tides
___ c) rain
___ d) magnetism
___ e) electricity

45. Which planet has more days between two consecutive retrogrades?
___ a) Saturn
___ b) Mars
___ c) Earth
___ d) It depends on the season
___ e) They are all equal

46. In Kepler's era, astronomy was usually considered a part of mathematics
___ a) true
___ b) false

47. Which type of gas is likely to have the faster particles?
___ a) all gasses on a given planet have the same speed
___ b) a hot gas with high mass atoms
___ c) a hot gas with low mass atoms
___ d) a cold gas with high mass atoms
___ e) a cold gas with low mass atoms

48. At 6pm a waxing gibbous moon would be}
___ a) nadir
___ b) high in eastern sky
___ c) below the western horizon
___ d) western horizon
___ e) eastern horizon
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49. Moldavite is a mineral that may be associated with what radiation astronomy phenomenon?
___ a) predicting when currently dormant volcanoes will erupt
___ b) meteorite impacts and fireballs
___ c) lightening strikes
___ d) evidence that Venus was once a comet

50. In Kepler's era, astronomy closely linked to astrology
___ a) true
___ b) false
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Key to AstroFinalExamv1s1
1. Which of the following changes in the properties of a giant molecular cloud might cause it to collapse?
 a) Two of these are correct
 b) Decrease mass at fixed temperature and size
 c) Increase temperature at fixed mass and size
 d) Increase size at fixed pressure and mass
+ e) Increase mass at fixed temperature and size

2. An object emits thermal (blackbody) radiation with a peak wavelength of 250nm. How does its temperature compare with the
Sun?
 a) 5 times colder than the Sun
 b) The temperature is the same
 c) 2 times colder than the Sun
 d) 5 times hotter than the Sun
+ e) 2 times hotter than the Sun

3. Most of the ______ that astronomers observe from Earth is seen in the form of synchrotron radiation, which is produced
when electrons oscillate around magnetic fields.
 a) meteors
 b) energy
 c) photons
+ d) radio waves
 e) meteorites

4. An argument used to support the geocentric model held that heavenly bodies, while perhaps large, were able to move
quickly.
+ a) TRUE
 b) FALSE
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5. Cosmology is the study of
 a) the oceans
 b) the formation of the solar system
 c) planetary atmospheres
+ d) the universe as a whole
 e) the birth and death of stars

6. Planet comes from the Greek word for 'wanderer'.
+ a) true
 b) false

7. At 6pm a new moon would be
 a) below the horizon
 b) overhead
 c) eastern horizon
+ d) western horizon

8. What two names are associated with the first new planet found (after those known by the ancients using the naked eye)
+ a) Uranus and George's Star
 b) Mercury and Friendship
 c) Pluto and Goofy
 d) Neptune and the Alabama Streaker
 e) Mars and the Candy Bar

9. One way to determine the distance to a nebula or small cluster of clouds is to compare the angular expansion to the
spectroscopic Doppler shift. Two clusters (A and B) have the same spectroscopically measured velocity. Cluster A is moving
towards the observer and exhibits the greater angular expansion. Which cluster is closer?
 a) cluster B, because it exhibits a red Doppler shift
 b) cluster B, because it exhibits less angular expansion
 c) either cluster might be more distant
 d) cluster A, because it exhibits a blue Doppler shift
+ e) cluster A, because it exhibits greater angular expansion
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10. In what sequence did Mercury's weird terrain and Caloris basin form?
 a) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years before the Caloris basin
+ b) The weird terrain was formed almost immediately after the Caloris basin
 c) The weird terrain was formed a few millions years after the Caloris basin
 d) The were formed at exactly the same time
 e) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years after the Caloris basin

11. The universe is about
 a) 150 billion years old
 b) 150 million years old
 c) 15 million years old
 d) 1.5 billion years old
+ e) 15 billion years old

12. At midnight a 1st quarter moon would be
+ a) western horizon
 b) eastern horizon
 c) overhead
 d) below the horizon

13. Many stars in a typical open cluster are nearly as old as the universe
 a) True
+ b) False

14. The Ptolemaic system was geocentric.
+ a) TRUE
 b) FALSE
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15. In astrophysics, what is accretion?
 a) the increase in temperature and pressure of a star as it collapses from its own gravity
 b) the growth of a comet's tail as it comes close to the Sun
 c) the growth in size of a massive star as its outer atmosphere expands
+ d) the growth of a massive object by gravitationally attracting more matter
 e) the condensation of volatiles as a gas cools

16. The Ptolemaic system was heliocentric.
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE

17. The bands in the atmosphere of Jupiter are associated with a patter of alternating wind velocities that are
 a) easterly and westerly
+ b) both of these
 c) updrafts and downdrafts

18. Stars can "evaporate" from a cluster. What does this mean?
+ a) Close encounters between 3 or more cluster members gives one star enough speed to leave the cluster
 b) The gravitational attraction between stars evaporates the gas from stars
 c) The solar wind from neighboring stars blows the atmosphere away

19. Does Jupiter's moon Io have craters?
 a) yes, from impacts
 b) no, the surface is too new
 c) no, the surface is too old
+ d) yes, from volcanoes
 e) yes, about half from impacts and the others from volcanoes
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20. According to Wikipedia, a "mineral" is a naturally occurring solid that
 a) contains carbon
+ b) is by a chemical formula
 c) has useful value
 d) is heterogeneous
 e) does not contain carbon

21. The Wikipedia article Sidereus Nuncius suggests that the inventor of the telescope was likely to be
 a) A Greek scholar
 b) none of these
+ c) a lensmaker
 d) a Chinese scientist
 e) Galileo

22. What is a Bok globule in the formation of stellar systems?
+ a) A small portion of a giant cloud that collapses
 b) A black hole that enters a cloud and triggers the collapse
 c) A small planet that formed before any stars have formed
 d) A supernovae precurser that attracts more gas atoms
 e) A cluster of giant molecular clouds that coalesce to form a solar system

23. What statement is FALSE about Galileo and the Median Stars
 a) motion could be observed after observing a moon for just one hour
 b) Galileo named them after a famous and wealthy family
+ c) they were described by Aristotle
 d) they were lined up
 e) they are actually moons
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24. What is this?
 a) the magnetic field of Venus
 b) a supernovae remnant
 c) colliding galaxies
 d) the magnetic field of Saturn
+ e) a dying star

25. Stellar parallax is
 a) Triangulation to deduce the distance to nearby stars
 b) None of these is correct.
+ c) Two of these is correct
 d) Using changes in the angular position of a star to deduce the star’s distance
 e) Using spectral lines to deduce the distance to nearby stars

26. The lobate feature shown in the figure is evidence of
}
 a) dust storms
 b) plate tectonics
+ c) lava flow
 d) water flow
 e) wind erosion

27. Which of the following statements is FALSE?

Martian lobate feature

 a) Jupiter emits more energy than it receives from the Sun
 b) Jupiter has four large moons and many smaller ones
 c) Jupiter has a system of rings
 d) The Great Red Spot is a storm that has raged for over 300 years
+ e) Jupiter is the largest known planet
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28. What causes the blue glow of the Crab nebula?
 a) the same emission found in a Lava lamp (ultraviolet)
 b) the Doppler blue shift
 c) the curving motion of electrons in a magnetic field; such motion traps ultraviolet and blue light
+ d) the curving motion of electrons in a magnetic field; such motion resembles a radio antenna
 e) the Gravitational blue shift

29. What is unusual about calculations of the mass of Pluto made in the early part of the 20th century?
+ a) The estimates were high. Pluto was less massive than they calculated
 b) The estimates were too low. Pluto was actually more massive than they thought.
 c) It was the first time a planet's period of orbit around the sun was used to calculate the planet's mass
 d) The estimates were correct to within less than 10%
 e) It was the first time a moon was used to calculate the mass of a planet

30. How many years did it take before Europe made a device as sophisticated as Antikythera?
 a) 300 years
+ b) 1500 years
 c) 3000 years
 d) 30 years
 e) 15,000 years

31. In this hypothetical image of a sunlike star we see a bright band of dust that we on
Earth call zodiacal light. It is due to sunlight reflecting off dust in the
 a) Van Allen belt
+ b) ecliptic plane
 c) Oort Cloude
 d) Kuiper belt

planetary disk

 e) magnetic sun's magnetic field
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32. Currently there are 7 billion people on Earth, if that ever increases to 10 billion people, for every person on Earth there will
be ____ stars in the Milky Way galaxy.
+ a) 20
 b) 2
 c) 2000
 d) 200

33. In the 3rd century BC, Aristarchus of Samos estimated the size of
 a) Earth and the Sun
 b) the Sun
+ c) the Moon and Sun
 d) the Moon
 e) Earth and the Moon

34. Very far from the sun, the heliosphere
+ a) becomes weaker than the interstellar wind
 b) becomes the magnetosphere
 c) reverses direction
 d) never ends
 e) spins in the opposite direction

35. At 9am a new moon would be}
+ a) high in eastern sky
 b) high in western sky
 c) overhead
 d) below the western horizon
 e) eastern horizon
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36. Suppose the light clock involved a ball being tossed back and forth on a train going
just under the speed of sound. In contrast to the situation for light reflecting back and
forth on a train going just under the speed of light, there is virtually no time dilation.
Why?
 a) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
smaller.
 b) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
greater.
 c) Special relativity is valid only for objects travelling in a vacuum.
+ d) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling faster.
 e) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling more slowly.

37. Absolute magnitude is
 a) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
 b) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
 c) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.
+ d) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
 e) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth

38. A star that is increasing it's temperature while maintaining constant luminosity is
 a) turning red
 b)e) getting larger in size
 c) on the verge of becoming a supernovae
 d) in the process of dying
+ e) getting smaller in size

39. The 1982 Voyager flyby of Miranda (a moon of Uranus) established that _____
 a) Miranda has the largest active volcano in the solar system
+ b) inspired a theory a previous incarnation was destroyed by a collision
 c) Two other answers are correct (making this the only true answer).
 d) Miranda probably has an iron core
 e) Miranda has geysers.
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40. According to Wikipedia, ______ was formed due to swelling of the Tharsis bulge which caused the crust to collapse
 a) Hellas basin
 b) the northern lowlands
+ c) Valles Marineris
 d) Elysium
 e) the southern lowlands

41. What was Messier doing when he independently rediscovered the Crab in 1758?
 a) Attempting one of the first star charts
+ b) Looking for a comet that he knew would be appearing in that part of the sky.
 c) Attempting to count asteroids
 d) Trying to measure the orbital radius of a planet
 e) Looking for lobsters

42. A grouping with a hundred stars is probably a
 a) AB association
 b) elliptical galaxy
+ c) open cluster
 d) globular cluster
 e) dwarf galaxy

43. In the Wikipedia excerpt on "Planetary Astronomy" the mechanism by which a meander grows over time was discussed.
Which of the the following is best describes why meanders grow? (Pick only one best answer)
+ a) a combination of deposition and erosion
 b) combination of erosion and underlying bedrock strength
 c) wind erosion
 d) occasional periods of intense flooding
 e) combination of deposition and underlying bedrock strength
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44. What is the mechanism that heats the interior of Jupiter?
 a) radioactivity
 b) tides
+ c) rain
 d) magnetism
 e) electricity

45. Which planet has more days between two consecutive retrogrades?
 a) Saturn
+ b) Mars
 c) Earth
 d) It depends on the season
 e) They are all equal

46. In Kepler's era, astronomy was usually considered a part of mathematics
+ a) true
 b) false

47. Which type of gas is likely to have the faster particles?
 a) all gasses on a given planet have the same speed
 b) a hot gas with high mass atoms
+ c) a hot gas with low mass atoms
 d) a cold gas with high mass atoms
 e) a cold gas with low mass atoms

48. At 6pm a waxing gibbous moon would be}
 a) nadir
+ b) high in eastern sky
 c) below the western horizon
 d) western horizon
 e) eastern horizon
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49. Moldavite is a mineral that may be associated with what radiation astronomy phenomenon?
 a) predicting when currently dormant volcanoes will erupt
+ b) meteorite impacts and fireballs
 c) lightening strikes
 d) evidence that Venus was once a comet

50. In Kepler's era, astronomy closely linked to astrology
+ a) true
 b) false
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AstroFinalExamv2s1
1. Which planet has more days between two consecutive retrogrades?
___ a) Saturn
___ b) They are all equal
___ c) It depends on the season
___ d) Mars
___ e) Earth

2. An object emits thermal (blackbody) radiation with a peak wavelength of 250nm. How does its temperature compare with the
Sun?
___ a) The temperature is the same
___ b) 2 times hotter than the Sun
___ c) 2 times colder than the Sun
___ d) 5 times hotter than the Sun
___ e) 5 times colder than the Sun

3. Which of the following changes in the properties of a giant molecular cloud might cause it to collapse?
___ a) Decrease mass at fixed temperature and size
___ b) Increase mass at fixed temperature and size
___ c) Two of these are correct
___ d) Increase temperature at fixed mass and size
___ e) Increase size at fixed pressure and mass

4. At 9am a new moon would be}
___ a) high in western sky
___ b) below the western horizon
___ c) high in eastern sky
___ d) overhead
___ e) eastern horizon
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5. Currently there are 7 billion people on Earth, if that ever increases to 10 billion people, for every person on Earth there will
be ____ stars in the Milky Way galaxy.
___ a) 2000
___ b) 2
___ c) 200
___ d) 20

6. At 6pm a new moon would be
___ a) overhead
___ b) western horizon
___ c) below the horizon
___ d) eastern horizon

7. Absolute magnitude is
___ a) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
___ b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
___ c) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
___ d) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
___ e) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.

8. What causes the blue glow of the Crab nebula?
___ a) the Doppler blue shift
___ b) the Gravitational blue shift
___ c) the curving motion of electrons in a magnetic field; such motion resembles a radio antenna
___ d) the curving motion of electrons in a magnetic field; such motion traps ultraviolet and blue light
___ e) the same emission found in a Lava lamp (ultraviolet)

9. At midnight a 1st quarter moon would be
___ a) western horizon
___ b) overhead
___ c) eastern horizon
___ d) below the horizon
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10. A grouping with a hundred stars is probably a
___ a) AB association
___ b) elliptical galaxy
___ c) open cluster
___ d) globular cluster
___ e) dwarf galaxy

11. Planet comes from the Greek word for 'wanderer'.
___ a) true
___ b) false

12. Which type of gas is likely to have the faster particles?
___ a) a cold gas with low mass atoms
___ b) a hot gas with low mass atoms
___ c) a hot gas with high mass atoms
___ d) a cold gas with high mass atoms
___ e) all gasses on a given planet have the same speed

13. What is unusual about calculations of the mass of Pluto made in the early part of the 20th century?
___ a) The estimates were correct to within less than 10%
___ b) It was the first time a moon was used to calculate the mass of a planet
___ c) The estimates were high. Pluto was less massive than they calculated
___ d) The estimates were too low. Pluto was actually more massive than they thought.
___ e) It was the first time a planet's period of orbit around the sun was used to calculate the planet's mass

14. The Wikipedia article Sidereus Nuncius suggests that the inventor of the telescope was likely to be
___ a) Galileo
___ b) A Greek scholar
___ c) a lensmaker
___ d) a Chinese scientist
___ e) none of these
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15. An argument used to support the geocentric model held that heavenly bodies, while perhaps large, were able to move
quickly.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

16. The lobate feature shown in the figure is evidence of
}
___ a) lava flow
___ b) wind erosion
___ c) plate tectonics
___ d) dust storms
___ e) water flow

17. What two names are associated with the first new planet found (after those known by the
ancients using the naked eye)

Martian lobate feature

___ a) Neptune and the Alabama Streaker
___ b) Uranus and George's Star
___ c) Pluto and Goofy
___ d) Mercury and Friendship
___ e) Mars and the Candy Bar

18. According to Wikipedia, ______ was formed due to swelling of the Tharsis bulge which caused the crust to collapse
___ a) the northern lowlands
___ b) Hellas basin
___ c) the southern lowlands
___ d) Elysium
___ e) Valles Marineris
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19. Cosmology is the study of
___ a) the oceans
___ b) the formation of the solar system
___ c) the birth and death of stars
___ d) the universe as a whole
___ e) planetary atmospheres

20. One way to determine the distance to a nebula or small cluster of clouds is to compare the angular expansion to the
spectroscopic Doppler shift. Two clusters (A and B) have the same spectroscopically measured velocity. Cluster A is moving
towards the observer and exhibits the greater angular expansion. Which cluster is closer?
___ a) either cluster might be more distant
___ b) cluster A, because it exhibits greater angular expansion
___ c) cluster B, because it exhibits less angular expansion
___ d) cluster A, because it exhibits a blue Doppler shift
___ e) cluster B, because it exhibits a red Doppler shift

21. How many years did it take before Europe made a device as sophisticated as Antikythera?
___ a) 3000 years
___ b) 15,000 years
___ c) 30 years
___ d) 1500 years
___ e) 300 years

22. Which of the following statements is FALSE?
___ a) Jupiter is the largest known planet
___ b) Jupiter emits more energy than it receives from the Sun
___ c) Jupiter has a system of rings
___ d) Jupiter has four large moons and many smaller ones
___ e) The Great Red Spot is a storm that has raged for over 300 years
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23. A star that is increasing it's temperature while maintaining constant luminosity is
___ a) on the verge of becoming a supernovae
___ b) in the process of dying
___ c)e) getting larger in size
___ d) turning red
___ e) getting smaller in size

24. The universe is about
___ a) 150 billion years old
___ b) 1.5 billion years old
___ c) 15 million years old
___ d) 15 billion years old
___ e) 150 million years old

25. In this hypothetical image of a sunlike star we see a bright band of dust that we on
Earth call zodiacal light. It is due to sunlight reflecting off dust in the
___ a) ecliptic plane
___ b) Van Allen belt
___ c) Oort Cloude
___ d) Kuiper belt

planetary disk

___ e) magnetic sun's magnetic field

26. Moldavite is a mineral that may be associated with what radiation astronomy phenomenon?
___ a) lightening strikes
___ b) predicting when currently dormant volcanoes will erupt
___ c) evidence that Venus was once a comet
___ d) meteorite impacts and fireballs
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27. What is a Bok globule in the formation of stellar systems?
___ a) A supernovae precurser that attracts more gas atoms
___ b) A cluster of giant molecular clouds that coalesce to form a solar system
___ c) A small portion of a giant cloud that collapses
___ d) A black hole that enters a cloud and triggers the collapse
___ e) A small planet that formed before any stars have formed

28. Many stars in a typical open cluster are nearly as old as the universe
___ a) True
___ b) False

29. The 1982 Voyager flyby of Miranda (a moon of Uranus) established that _____
___ a) inspired a theory a previous incarnation was destroyed by a collision
___ b) Miranda has the largest active volcano in the solar system
___ c) Miranda probably has an iron core
___ d) Miranda has geysers.
___ e) Two other answers are correct (making this the only true answer).

30. Stars can "evaporate" from a cluster. What does this mean?
___ a) The solar wind from neighboring stars blows the atmosphere away
___ b) Close encounters between 3 or more cluster members gives one star enough speed to leave the cluster
___ c) The gravitational attraction between stars evaporates the gas from stars

31. Most of the ______ that astronomers observe from Earth is seen in the form of synchrotron radiation, which is produced
when electrons oscillate around magnetic fields.
___ a) meteorites
___ b) radio waves
___ c) meteors
___ d) energy
___ e) photons
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32. The Ptolemaic system was geocentric.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

33. In astrophysics, what is accretion?
___ a) the growth in size of a massive star as its outer atmosphere expands
___ b) the growth of a comet's tail as it comes close to the Sun
___ c) the condensation of volatiles as a gas cools
___ d) the growth of a massive object by gravitationally attracting more matter
___ e) the increase in temperature and pressure of a star as it collapses from its own gravity

34. In Kepler's era, astronomy was usually considered a part of mathematics
___ a) true
___ b) false

35. According to Wikipedia, a "mineral" is a naturally occurring solid that
___ a) is heterogeneous
___ b) contains carbon
___ c) does not contain carbon
___ d) is by a chemical formula
___ e) has useful value

36. In what sequence did Mercury's weird terrain and Caloris basin form?
___ a) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years after the Caloris basin
___ b) The weird terrain was formed a few millions years after the Caloris basin
___ c) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years before the Caloris basin
___ d) The were formed at exactly the same time
___ e) The weird terrain was formed almost immediately after the Caloris basin
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37. Very far from the sun, the heliosphere
___ a) becomes the magnetosphere
___ b) becomes weaker than the interstellar wind
___ c) never ends
___ d) reverses direction
___ e) spins in the opposite direction

38. In the Wikipedia excerpt on "Planetary Astronomy" the mechanism by which a meander grows over time was discussed.
Which of the the following is best describes why meanders grow? (Pick only one best answer)
___ a) wind erosion
___ b) a combination of deposition and erosion
___ c) combination of erosion and underlying bedrock strength
___ d) combination of deposition and underlying bedrock strength
___ e) occasional periods of intense flooding

39. The bands in the atmosphere of Jupiter are associated with a patter of alternating wind velocities that are
___ a) updrafts and downdrafts
___ b) both of these
___ c) easterly and westerly

40. Suppose the light clock involved a ball being tossed back and forth on a train going
just under the speed of sound. In contrast to the situation for light reflecting back and
forth on a train going just under the speed of light, there is virtually no time dilation.
Why?
___ a) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
smaller.
___ b) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
greater.
___ c) Special relativity is valid only for objects travelling in a vacuum.
___ d) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling faster.
___ e) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling more slowly.

41. In Kepler's era, astronomy closely linked to astrology
___ a) true
___ b) false
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42. What is the mechanism that heats the interior of Jupiter?
___ a) radioactivity
___ b) magnetism
___ c) electricity
___ d) rain
___ e) tides

43. What was Messier doing when he independently rediscovered the Crab in 1758?
___ a) Attempting to count asteroids
___ b) Looking for a comet that he knew would be appearing in that part of the sky.
___ c) Attempting one of the first star charts
___ d) Trying to measure the orbital radius of a planet
___ e) Looking for lobsters

44. At 6pm a waxing gibbous moon would be}
___ a) western horizon
___ b) eastern horizon
___ c) below the western horizon
___ d) high in eastern sky
___ e) nadir

45. Stellar parallax is
___ a) Using changes in the angular position of a star to deduce the star’s distance
___ b) Triangulation to deduce the distance to nearby stars
___ c) None of these is correct.
___ d) Two of these is correct
___ e) Using spectral lines to deduce the distance to nearby stars
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46. Does Jupiter's moon Io have craters?
___ a) yes, from volcanoes
___ b) no, the surface is too old
___ c) yes, about half from impacts and the others from volcanoes
___ d) no, the surface is too new
___ e) yes, from impacts

47. In the 3rd century BC, Aristarchus of Samos estimated the size of
___ a) the Moon and Sun
___ b) Earth and the Sun
___ c) Earth and the Moon
___ d) the Moon
___ e) the Sun

48. What is this?
___ a) the magnetic field of Saturn
___ b) a supernovae remnant
___ c) the magnetic field of Venus
___ d) colliding galaxies
___ e) a dying star

49. The Ptolemaic system was heliocentric.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

50. What statement is FALSE about Galileo and the Median Stars
___ a) they were described by Aristotle
___ b) they are actually moons
___ c) motion could be observed after observing a moon for just one hour
___ d) they were lined up
___ e) Galileo named them after a famous and wealthy family
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Key to AstroFinalExamv2s1
1. Which planet has more days between two consecutive retrogrades?
 a) Saturn
 b) They are all equal
 c) It depends on the season
+ d) Mars
 e) Earth

2. An object emits thermal (blackbody) radiation with a peak wavelength of 250nm. How does its temperature compare with the
Sun?
 a) The temperature is the same
+ b) 2 times hotter than the Sun
 c) 2 times colder than the Sun
 d) 5 times hotter than the Sun
 e) 5 times colder than the Sun

3. Which of the following changes in the properties of a giant molecular cloud might cause it to collapse?
 a) Decrease mass at fixed temperature and size
+ b) Increase mass at fixed temperature and size
 c) Two of these are correct
 d) Increase temperature at fixed mass and size
 e) Increase size at fixed pressure and mass

4. At 9am a new moon would be}
 a) high in western sky
 b) below the western horizon
+ c) high in eastern sky
 d) overhead
 e) eastern horizon
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5. Currently there are 7 billion people on Earth, if that ever increases to 10 billion people, for every person on Earth there will
be ____ stars in the Milky Way galaxy.
 a) 2000
 b) 2
 c) 200
+ d) 20

6. At 6pm a new moon would be
 a) overhead
+ b) western horizon
 c) below the horizon
 d) eastern horizon

7. Absolute magnitude is
+ a) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
 b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
 c) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
 d) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
 e) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.

8. What causes the blue glow of the Crab nebula?
 a) the Doppler blue shift
 b) the Gravitational blue shift
+ c) the curving motion of electrons in a magnetic field; such motion resembles a radio antenna
 d) the curving motion of electrons in a magnetic field; such motion traps ultraviolet and blue light
 e) the same emission found in a Lava lamp (ultraviolet)

9. At midnight a 1st quarter moon would be
+ a) western horizon
 b) overhead
 c) eastern horizon
 d) below the horizon
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10. A grouping with a hundred stars is probably a
 a) AB association
 b) elliptical galaxy
+ c) open cluster
 d) globular cluster
 e) dwarf galaxy

11. Planet comes from the Greek word for 'wanderer'.
+ a) true
 b) false

12. Which type of gas is likely to have the faster particles?
 a) a cold gas with low mass atoms
+ b) a hot gas with low mass atoms
 c) a hot gas with high mass atoms
 d) a cold gas with high mass atoms
 e) all gasses on a given planet have the same speed

13. What is unusual about calculations of the mass of Pluto made in the early part of the 20th century?
 a) The estimates were correct to within less than 10%
 b) It was the first time a moon was used to calculate the mass of a planet
+ c) The estimates were high. Pluto was less massive than they calculated
 d) The estimates were too low. Pluto was actually more massive than they thought.
 e) It was the first time a planet's period of orbit around the sun was used to calculate the planet's mass

14. The Wikipedia article Sidereus Nuncius suggests that the inventor of the telescope was likely to be
 a) Galileo
 b) A Greek scholar
+ c) a lensmaker
 d) a Chinese scientist
 e) none of these
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15. An argument used to support the geocentric model held that heavenly bodies, while perhaps large, were able to move
quickly.
+ a) TRUE
 b) FALSE

16. The lobate feature shown in the figure is evidence of
}
+ a) lava flow
 b) wind erosion
 c) plate tectonics
 d) dust storms
 e) water flow

17. What two names are associated with the first new planet found (after those known by the
ancients using the naked eye)

Martian lobate feature

 a) Neptune and the Alabama Streaker
+ b) Uranus and George's Star
 c) Pluto and Goofy
 d) Mercury and Friendship
 e) Mars and the Candy Bar

18. According to Wikipedia, ______ was formed due to swelling of the Tharsis bulge which caused the crust to collapse
 a) the northern lowlands
 b) Hellas basin
 c) the southern lowlands
 d) Elysium
+ e) Valles Marineris
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19. Cosmology is the study of
 a) the oceans
 b) the formation of the solar system
 c) the birth and death of stars
+ d) the universe as a whole
 e) planetary atmospheres

20. One way to determine the distance to a nebula or small cluster of clouds is to compare the angular expansion to the
spectroscopic Doppler shift. Two clusters (A and B) have the same spectroscopically measured velocity. Cluster A is moving
towards the observer and exhibits the greater angular expansion. Which cluster is closer?
 a) either cluster might be more distant
+ b) cluster A, because it exhibits greater angular expansion
 c) cluster B, because it exhibits less angular expansion
 d) cluster A, because it exhibits a blue Doppler shift
 e) cluster B, because it exhibits a red Doppler shift

21. How many years did it take before Europe made a device as sophisticated as Antikythera?
 a) 3000 years
 b) 15,000 years
 c) 30 years
+ d) 1500 years
 e) 300 years

22. Which of the following statements is FALSE?
+ a) Jupiter is the largest known planet
 b) Jupiter emits more energy than it receives from the Sun
 c) Jupiter has a system of rings
 d) Jupiter has four large moons and many smaller ones
 e) The Great Red Spot is a storm that has raged for over 300 years
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23. A star that is increasing it's temperature while maintaining constant luminosity is
 a) on the verge of becoming a supernovae
 b) in the process of dying
 c)e) getting larger in size
 d) turning red
+ e) getting smaller in size

24. The universe is about
 a) 150 billion years old
 b) 1.5 billion years old
 c) 15 million years old
+ d) 15 billion years old
 e) 150 million years old

25. In this hypothetical image of a sunlike star we see a bright band of dust that we on
Earth call zodiacal light. It is due to sunlight reflecting off dust in the
+ a) ecliptic plane
 b) Van Allen belt
 c) Oort Cloude
 d) Kuiper belt

planetary disk

 e) magnetic sun's magnetic field

26. Moldavite is a mineral that may be associated with what radiation astronomy phenomenon?
 a) lightening strikes
 b) predicting when currently dormant volcanoes will erupt
 c) evidence that Venus was once a comet
+ d) meteorite impacts and fireballs
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27. What is a Bok globule in the formation of stellar systems?
 a) A supernovae precurser that attracts more gas atoms
 b) A cluster of giant molecular clouds that coalesce to form a solar system
+ c) A small portion of a giant cloud that collapses
 d) A black hole that enters a cloud and triggers the collapse
 e) A small planet that formed before any stars have formed

28. Many stars in a typical open cluster are nearly as old as the universe
 a) True
+ b) False

29. The 1982 Voyager flyby of Miranda (a moon of Uranus) established that _____
+ a) inspired a theory a previous incarnation was destroyed by a collision
 b) Miranda has the largest active volcano in the solar system
 c) Miranda probably has an iron core
 d) Miranda has geysers.
 e) Two other answers are correct (making this the only true answer).

30. Stars can "evaporate" from a cluster. What does this mean?
 a) The solar wind from neighboring stars blows the atmosphere away
+ b) Close encounters between 3 or more cluster members gives one star enough speed to leave the cluster
 c) The gravitational attraction between stars evaporates the gas from stars

31. Most of the ______ that astronomers observe from Earth is seen in the form of synchrotron radiation, which is produced
when electrons oscillate around magnetic fields.
 a) meteorites
+ b) radio waves
 c) meteors
 d) energy
 e) photons
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32. The Ptolemaic system was geocentric.
+ a) TRUE
 b) FALSE

33. In astrophysics, what is accretion?
 a) the growth in size of a massive star as its outer atmosphere expands
 b) the growth of a comet's tail as it comes close to the Sun
 c) the condensation of volatiles as a gas cools
+ d) the growth of a massive object by gravitationally attracting more matter
 e) the increase in temperature and pressure of a star as it collapses from its own gravity

34. In Kepler's era, astronomy was usually considered a part of mathematics
+ a) true
 b) false

35. According to Wikipedia, a "mineral" is a naturally occurring solid that
 a) is heterogeneous
 b) contains carbon
 c) does not contain carbon
+ d) is by a chemical formula
 e) has useful value

36. In what sequence did Mercury's weird terrain and Caloris basin form?
 a) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years after the Caloris basin
 b) The weird terrain was formed a few millions years after the Caloris basin
 c) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years before the Caloris basin
 d) The were formed at exactly the same time
+ e) The weird terrain was formed almost immediately after the Caloris basin
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37. Very far from the sun, the heliosphere
 a) becomes the magnetosphere
+ b) becomes weaker than the interstellar wind
 c) never ends
 d) reverses direction
 e) spins in the opposite direction

38. In the Wikipedia excerpt on "Planetary Astronomy" the mechanism by which a meander grows over time was discussed.
Which of the the following is best describes why meanders grow? (Pick only one best answer)
 a) wind erosion
+ b) a combination of deposition and erosion
 c) combination of erosion and underlying bedrock strength
 d) combination of deposition and underlying bedrock strength
 e) occasional periods of intense flooding

39. The bands in the atmosphere of Jupiter are associated with a patter of alternating wind velocities that are
 a) updrafts and downdrafts
+ b) both of these
 c) easterly and westerly

40. Suppose the light clock involved a ball being tossed back and forth on a train going
just under the speed of sound. In contrast to the situation for light reflecting back and
forth on a train going just under the speed of light, there is virtually no time dilation.
Why?
 a) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
smaller.
 b) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
greater.
 c) Special relativity is valid only for objects travelling in a vacuum.
+ d) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling faster.
 e) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling more slowly.

41. In Kepler's era, astronomy closely linked to astrology
+ a) true
 b) false
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42. What is the mechanism that heats the interior of Jupiter?
 a) radioactivity
 b) magnetism
 c) electricity
+ d) rain
 e) tides

43. What was Messier doing when he independently rediscovered the Crab in 1758?
 a) Attempting to count asteroids
+ b) Looking for a comet that he knew would be appearing in that part of the sky.
 c) Attempting one of the first star charts
 d) Trying to measure the orbital radius of a planet
 e) Looking for lobsters

44. At 6pm a waxing gibbous moon would be}
 a) western horizon
 b) eastern horizon
 c) below the western horizon
+ d) high in eastern sky
 e) nadir

45. Stellar parallax is
 a) Using changes in the angular position of a star to deduce the star’s distance
 b) Triangulation to deduce the distance to nearby stars
 c) None of these is correct.
+ d) Two of these is correct
 e) Using spectral lines to deduce the distance to nearby stars
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46. Does Jupiter's moon Io have craters?
+ a) yes, from volcanoes
 b) no, the surface is too old
 c) yes, about half from impacts and the others from volcanoes
 d) no, the surface is too new
 e) yes, from impacts

47. In the 3rd century BC, Aristarchus of Samos estimated the size of
+ a) the Moon and Sun
 b) Earth and the Sun
 c) Earth and the Moon
 d) the Moon
 e) the Sun

48. What is this?
 a) the magnetic field of Saturn
 b) a supernovae remnant
 c) the magnetic field of Venus
 d) colliding galaxies
+ e) a dying star

49. The Ptolemaic system was heliocentric.
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE

50. What statement is FALSE about Galileo and the Median Stars
+ a) they were described by Aristotle
 b) they are actually moons
 c) motion could be observed after observing a moon for just one hour
 d) they were lined up
 e) Galileo named them after a famous and wealthy family
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AstroFinalExamv1s2
1. I gravity is what holds stars in a cluster together, what is the most important process that causes them to spread apart?
___ a) solar wind
___ b) random motion
___ c) magnetism
___ d) antigravity
___ e) supernovae

2. What is the mechanism that heats the interior of Jupiter?
___ a) magnetism
___ b) rain
___ c) electricity
___ d) radioactivity
___ e) tides

3. It is important to distinguish between molecules (collectively) in a gas and one individual molecule. This question is about a
typical molecule in the gas. For a planet with a given mass, size, and density, which type of gas is more likely to escape?
___ a) all types of gas are equally likely to escape
___ b) atoms in a colder gas are more likely to escape
___ c) atoms in a hotter gas is more likely to escape
___ d) atoms in a gas with more atomic mass are more likely to escape
___ e) atoms in a denser gas are more likely to escape

4. At 9am a new moon would be}
___ a) high in eastern sky
___ b) overhead
___ c) below the western horizon
___ d) high in western sky
___ e) eastern horizon
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5. All planets lie within a nearly flat disc called the __________ plane
___ a) interstellar
___ b) retrograde
___ c) angular
___ d) fissile
___ e) ecliptic

6. What is this?
___ a) the magnetic field of Venus
___ b) colliding galaxies
___ c) a supernovae remnant
___ d) a dying star
___ e) the magnetic field of Saturn

7. Many stars in a typical globular cluster are nearly as old as the universe
___ a) True
___ b) False

8. The historical record shows that in 1066 AD a supernovae was discovered by astronomers in _____ and _____
___ a) Greece and Central America
___ b) Greece and China
___ c) China and South America
___ d) Egypt and China
___ e) Greece and North America

9. Roughly how much bigger is a the Sun than a gas planet?
___ a) 3
___ b) 10
___ c) 100
___ d) 300
___ e) 30
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10. The lobate feature shown in the figure is evidence of
}
___ a) plate tectonics
___ b) water flow
___ c) wind erosion
___ d) lava flow
___ e) dust storms

11. The revolution of Haley's comet around the Sun is opposite that of the 8 planets.

Martian lobate feature

___ a) true
___ b) false

12. How would one describe the status of Kepler's family when he was a child?
___ a) neither wealthy nor of noble birth
___ b) of noble birth, but in poverty
___ c) his father and grandfather were scientists
___ d) wealthy but not of noble birth
___ e) wealth and of noble birth

13. Tycho tended to favor religious arguments over scientific arguments when justifying his opinions about the
geocentric/heliocentric controversy.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

14. The goecentric theory put the Sun
___ a) orbiting around the Moon
___ b) none of the above or below are true
___ c) at the center of the universe
___ d) at the center of the solar system
___ e) in orbit around Earth
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15. At 6pm a third quarter moon would be
___ a) below the horizon
___ b) western horizon
___ c) eastern horizon
___ d) overhead

16. Pluto is classified as
___ a) a natural satellite of Neptune
___ b) an asteroid belt object
___ c) a natural satellite of Uranus
___ d) a dwarf planet and a transNeptunian object.
___ e) a dwarf planet with no natural satellites

17. Place yourself in an expanding raisinbread model of Hubble expansion. A raisin originally situated at a distance of 2 cm
expands out to 4 cm. To what distance would a raisin originally situated at a distance of 4 cm expand?
___ a) 2
___ b) 3
___ c) 4
___ d) 6
___ e) 8

18. Relative magnitude is
___ a) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
___ b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
___ c) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.
___ d) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
___ e) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
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19. Who drew these sketches?

___ a) Galileo
___ b) Kepler
___ c) Ptolemy
___ d) Aristotle
___ e) Copernicus

20. In planetary science, the frost line refers to a distance away from
___ a) either pole of a planet
___ b) ecliptic plane
___ c) the star in the middle
___ d) the north pole of a planet
___ e) the south pole of a planet

21. In what sequence did Mercury's weird terrain and Caloris basin form?
___ a) The weird terrain was formed almost immediately after the Caloris basin
___ b) The weird terrain was formed a few millions years after the Caloris basin
___ c) The were formed at exactly the same time
___ d) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years before the Caloris basin
___ e) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years after the Caloris basin

22. This light clock is associated with
___ a) doppler shift
___ b) all of these are true
___ c) general relativity
___ d) special relativity
___ e) gravitational shift
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23. The largest galaxy in the local group is
___ a) M31
___ b) Milky way
___ c) M52
___ d) antgalexy
___ e) Andromeda

24. Suppose the light clock involved a ball being tossed back and forth on a train going
just under the speed of sound. In contrast to the situation for light reflecting back and
forth on a train going just under the speed of light, there is virtually no time dilation.
Why?
___ a) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
smaller.
___ b) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling faster.
___ c) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling more slowly.
___ d) Special relativity is valid only for objects travelling in a vacuum.
___ e) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be greater.

25. Many supernovae begin as a shock wave in the core that was caused by
___ a) electrons being driven into protons to form neutrons
___ b) carbon and other elements fusing into iron
___ c) iron fusing into heavier elements such as uranium
___ d) all of these processes contribute to the shock wave
___ e) the conversion of carbon into diamonds,

26. What is at the center of this magnified image of a Martian meteorite? fragment?

___ a) evidence that Mars now has active volcanoes
___ b) evidence that Mars once had active volcanoes
___ c) evidence that Mars once had oceans
___ d) irrefutable evidence that Mars once had life

magnified Martian meteorite

___ e) controversial evidence that Mars once had life
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27. What was Messier doing when he independently rediscovered the Crab in 1758?
___ a) Trying to measure the orbital radius of a planet
___ b) Attempting one of the first star charts
___ c) Looking for lobsters
___ d) Looking for a comet that he knew would be appearing in that part of the sky.
___ e) Attempting to count asteroids

28. In 1989 the satellite Hipparcos was launched primarily for obtaining parallaxes and proper motions allowing measurements
of stellar parallax for stars up to about 500 parsecs away, which is about ____ times the diameter of the Milky Way Galaxy.
___ a) 150
___ b) .015
___ c) 1.5
___ d) 0.15
___ e) 15

29. In Kepler's era, astronomy was usually considered a part of natural philosophy
___ a) true
___ b) false

30. According to Wikipedia, a "mineral" is a naturally occurring solid that
___ a) is by a chemical formula
___ b) contains carbon
___ c) does not contain carbon
___ d) has useful value
___ e) is heterogeneous

31. Ganymede, Europa, and Io have ratios in __________ that are 1:2:4.
___ a) Argon isotope abundance
___ b) Two other answers are correct (making this the only true answer).
___ c) rotational period
___ d) orbital period
___ e) density
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32. The liquid water ocean of Saturn's largest moon Titan,
___ a) Two other answers are correct
___ b) is postulated to cover 1530% of its surface
___ c) explains how the elevation of a smooth planet seems to rise and fall
___ d) is less than one meter in depth
___ e) is known to contain life

33. Galileo used the terminator to
___ a) deduce the color beneath the dust layer
___ b) none of these
___ c) correlate color with whether the region had mountains
___ d) compensate for stellar parallax
___ e) observe the wobble of the Moon's orbit

34. At 6pm a waxing crescent moon would be}
___ a) overhead
___ b) eastern horizon
___ c) western horizon
___ d) nadir
___ e) high in western sky

35. One reason that Venus's atmosphere has more carbon dioxide than Earth's is that
___ a) the mass of Venus is slightly higher
___ b) Venus was too hot for oceans that could absorb the carbon dioxide
___ c) Venus has a lower magnetic field that disassociates carbon dioxide
___ d) Venus is exposed to a stronger solar wind strips away the other gasses
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36. At 6pm a 1st quarter moon would be
___ a) eastern horizon
___ b) overhead
___ c) western horizon
___ d) below the horizon

37. Which planet spends more days in a given retrograde?
___ a) It depends on the season
___ b) They are all equal
___ c) Earth
___ d) Saturn
___ e) Mars

38. The "terminator" for Galileo was
___ a) the division between east and west
___ b) his trial for heresy
___ c) sunrise or sunset
___ d) the most distant star he could see
___ e) the equator

39. Which of the following changes in the properties of a giant molecular cloud might cause it to collapse?
___ a) Decrease mass at fixed temperature and size
___ b) Increase temperature at fixed mass and size
___ c) Increase size at fixed pressure and mass
___ d) Increase mass at fixed temperature and size
___ e) Two of these are correct

40. Most globular clusters that we see in the sky orbit _____ and have ______ orbits
___ a) the center of the Milky way ... elliptic orbits
___ b) within the disk of the Milky way ... nearly circular
___ c) within the disk of the Milky way ... elliptic orbits
___ d) the center of the Milky way ... nearly circular
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41. Most ancient Roman and most medieval scholars thought the Earth was flat.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

42. Rilles are caused by
___ a) lava
___ b) water
___ c) meteors
___ d) impacts
___ e) meteorites

43. Knowing the barycenter of two stars is useful because it tells us the total mass
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

44. Why was the discovery of Pluto peculiar?
___ a) It was seen by Galileo, who thought it was a star
___ b) It was the first time a planet's period of orbit around the sun was used to calculate the planet's mass
___ c) It was seen by Halley, who was looking for comets
___ d) It was discovered during a survey looking for stars
___ e) It was discovered by a calculation based on flawed assumptions

45. Where is the SunJupiter barycenter?
___ a) At the center of Jupiter
___ b) At the center of the Sun
___ c) Just above the Sun's surface
___ d) The question remains unresolved
___ e) Just above Jupiter's surface
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46. We know that Galileo saw Neptune, but is not credited with its discovery because
___ a) it was too faint to be worth drawing
___ b) it was in a transition between retrograde and direct motion
___ c) none of these are true
___ d) he never published his drawing
___ e) he thought it was a moon of Saturn

47. What is a Bok globule in the formation of stellar systems?
___ a) A small portion of a giant cloud that collapses
___ b) A small planet that formed before any stars have formed
___ c) A supernovae precurser that attracts more gas atoms
___ d) A black hole that enters a cloud and triggers the collapse
___ e) A cluster of giant molecular clouds that coalesce to form a solar system

48. Absolute magnitude is
___ a) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
___ b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
___ c) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
___ d) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
___ e) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.

49. An active galaxy is emitting a significant amount of its energy from _____
___ a) gravity
___ b) nuclear fusion
___ c) nuclear fission
___ d) magnetism
___ e) exploding stars

50. Evidence for the Copernican system is that the Earth does not seem to move.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE
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Key to AstroFinalExamv1s2
1. I gravity is what holds stars in a cluster together, what is the most important process that causes them to spread apart?
 a) solar wind
+ b) random motion
 c) magnetism
 d) antigravity
 e) supernovae

2. What is the mechanism that heats the interior of Jupiter?
 a) magnetism
+ b) rain
 c) electricity
 d) radioactivity
 e) tides

3. It is important to distinguish between molecules (collectively) in a gas and one individual molecule. This question is about a
typical molecule in the gas. For a planet with a given mass, size, and density, which type of gas is more likely to escape?
 a) all types of gas are equally likely to escape
 b) atoms in a colder gas are more likely to escape
+ c) atoms in a hotter gas is more likely to escape
 d) atoms in a gas with more atomic mass are more likely to escape
 e) atoms in a denser gas are more likely to escape

4. At 9am a new moon would be}
+ a) high in eastern sky
 b) overhead
 c) below the western horizon
 d) high in western sky
 e) eastern horizon
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5. All planets lie within a nearly flat disc called the __________ plane
 a) interstellar
 b) retrograde
 c) angular
 d) fissile
+ e) ecliptic

6. What is this?
 a) the magnetic field of Venus
 b) colliding galaxies
 c) a supernovae remnant
+ d) a dying star
 e) the magnetic field of Saturn

7. Many stars in a typical globular cluster are nearly as old as the universe
+ a) True
 b) False

8. The historical record shows that in 1066 AD a supernovae was discovered by astronomers in _____ and _____
 a) Greece and Central America
 b) Greece and China
 c) China and South America
+ d) Egypt and China
 e) Greece and North America

9. Roughly how much bigger is a the Sun than a gas planet?
 a) 3
+ b) 10
 c) 100
 d) 300
 e) 30
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10. The lobate feature shown in the figure is evidence of
}
 a) plate tectonics
 b) water flow
 c) wind erosion
+ d) lava flow
 e) dust storms

11. The revolution of Haley's comet around the Sun is opposite that of the 8 planets.

Martian lobate feature

+ a) true
 b) false

12. How would one describe the status of Kepler's family when he was a child?
 a) neither wealthy nor of noble birth
+ b) of noble birth, but in poverty
 c) his father and grandfather were scientists
 d) wealthy but not of noble birth
 e) wealth and of noble birth

13. Tycho tended to favor religious arguments over scientific arguments when justifying his opinions about the
geocentric/heliocentric controversy.
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE

14. The goecentric theory put the Sun
 a) orbiting around the Moon
 b) none of the above or below are true
 c) at the center of the universe
 d) at the center of the solar system
+ e) in orbit around Earth
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15. At 6pm a third quarter moon would be
+ a) below the horizon
 b) western horizon
 c) eastern horizon
 d) overhead

16. Pluto is classified as
 a) a natural satellite of Neptune
 b) an asteroid belt object
 c) a natural satellite of Uranus
+ d) a dwarf planet and a transNeptunian object.
 e) a dwarf planet with no natural satellites

17. Place yourself in an expanding raisinbread model of Hubble expansion. A raisin originally situated at a distance of 2 cm
expands out to 4 cm. To what distance would a raisin originally situated at a distance of 4 cm expand?
 a) 2
 b) 3
 c) 4
 d) 6
+ e) 8

18. Relative magnitude is
 a) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
 b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
 c) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.
 d) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
+ e) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
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19. Who drew these sketches?

+ a) Galileo
 b) Kepler
 c) Ptolemy
 d) Aristotle
 e) Copernicus

20. In planetary science, the frost line refers to a distance away from
 a) either pole of a planet
 b) ecliptic plane
+ c) the star in the middle
 d) the north pole of a planet
 e) the south pole of a planet

21. In what sequence did Mercury's weird terrain and Caloris basin form?
+ a) The weird terrain was formed almost immediately after the Caloris basin
 b) The weird terrain was formed a few millions years after the Caloris basin
 c) The were formed at exactly the same time
 d) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years before the Caloris basin
 e) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years after the Caloris basin

22. This light clock is associated with
 a) doppler shift
 b) all of these are true
 c) general relativity
+ d) special relativity
 e) gravitational shift
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23. The largest galaxy in the local group is
 a) M31
 b) Milky way
 c) M52
 d) antgalexy
+ e) Andromeda

24. Suppose the light clock involved a ball being tossed back and forth on a train going
just under the speed of sound. In contrast to the situation for light reflecting back and
forth on a train going just under the speed of light, there is virtually no time dilation.
Why?
 a) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
smaller.
+ b) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling
faster.
 c) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling more slowly.
 d) Special relativity is valid only for objects travelling in a vacuum.
 e) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be greater.

25. Many supernovae begin as a shock wave in the core that was caused by
+ a) electrons being driven into protons to form neutrons
 b) carbon and other elements fusing into iron
 c) iron fusing into heavier elements such as uranium
 d) all of these processes contribute to the shock wave
 e) the conversion of carbon into diamonds,

26. What is at the center of this magnified image of a Martian meteorite? fragment?

 a) evidence that Mars now has active volcanoes
 b) evidence that Mars once had active volcanoes
 c) evidence that Mars once had oceans
 d) irrefutable evidence that Mars once had life

magnified Martian meteorite

+ e) controversial evidence that Mars once had life
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27. What was Messier doing when he independently rediscovered the Crab in 1758?
 a) Trying to measure the orbital radius of a planet
 b) Attempting one of the first star charts
 c) Looking for lobsters
+ d) Looking for a comet that he knew would be appearing in that part of the sky.
 e) Attempting to count asteroids

28. In 1989 the satellite Hipparcos was launched primarily for obtaining parallaxes and proper motions allowing measurements
of stellar parallax for stars up to about 500 parsecs away, which is about ____ times the diameter of the Milky Way Galaxy.
 a) 150
+ b) .015
 c) 1.5
 d) 0.15
 e) 15

29. In Kepler's era, astronomy was usually considered a part of natural philosophy
 a) true
+ b) false

30. According to Wikipedia, a "mineral" is a naturally occurring solid that
+ a) is by a chemical formula
 b) contains carbon
 c) does not contain carbon
 d) has useful value
 e) is heterogeneous

31. Ganymede, Europa, and Io have ratios in __________ that are 1:2:4.
 a) Argon isotope abundance
+ b) Two other answers are correct (making this the only true answer).
 c) rotational period
 d) orbital period
 e) density
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32. The liquid water ocean of Saturn's largest moon Titan,
 a) Two other answers are correct
 b) is postulated to cover 1530% of its surface
+ c) explains how the elevation of a smooth planet seems to rise and fall
 d) is less than one meter in depth
 e) is known to contain life

33. Galileo used the terminator to
 a) deduce the color beneath the dust layer
 b) none of these
+ c) correlate color with whether the region had mountains
 d) compensate for stellar parallax
 e) observe the wobble of the Moon's orbit

34. At 6pm a waxing crescent moon would be}
 a) overhead
 b) eastern horizon
 c) western horizon
 d) nadir
+ e) high in western sky

35. One reason that Venus's atmosphere has more carbon dioxide than Earth's is that
 a) the mass of Venus is slightly higher
+ b) Venus was too hot for oceans that could absorb the carbon dioxide
 c) Venus has a lower magnetic field that disassociates carbon dioxide
 d) Venus is exposed to a stronger solar wind strips away the other gasses
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36. At 6pm a 1st quarter moon would be
 a) eastern horizon
+ b) overhead
 c) western horizon
 d) below the horizon

37. Which planet spends more days in a given retrograde?
 a) It depends on the season
 b) They are all equal
 c) Earth
+ d) Saturn
 e) Mars

38. The "terminator" for Galileo was
 a) the division between east and west
 b) his trial for heresy
+ c) sunrise or sunset
 d) the most distant star he could see
 e) the equator

39. Which of the following changes in the properties of a giant molecular cloud might cause it to collapse?
 a) Decrease mass at fixed temperature and size
 b) Increase temperature at fixed mass and size
 c) Increase size at fixed pressure and mass
+ d) Increase mass at fixed temperature and size
 e) Two of these are correct

40. Most globular clusters that we see in the sky orbit _____ and have ______ orbits
+ a) the center of the Milky way ... elliptic orbits
 b) within the disk of the Milky way ... nearly circular
 c) within the disk of the Milky way ... elliptic orbits
 d) the center of the Milky way ... nearly circular
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41. Most ancient Roman and most medieval scholars thought the Earth was flat.
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE

42. Rilles are caused by
+ a) lava
 b) water
 c) meteors
 d) impacts
 e) meteorites

43. Knowing the barycenter of two stars is useful because it tells us the total mass
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE

44. Why was the discovery of Pluto peculiar?
 a) It was seen by Galileo, who thought it was a star
 b) It was the first time a planet's period of orbit around the sun was used to calculate the planet's mass
 c) It was seen by Halley, who was looking for comets
 d) It was discovered during a survey looking for stars
+ e) It was discovered by a calculation based on flawed assumptions

45. Where is the SunJupiter barycenter?
 a) At the center of Jupiter
 b) At the center of the Sun
+ c) Just above the Sun's surface
 d) The question remains unresolved
 e) Just above Jupiter's surface
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46. We know that Galileo saw Neptune, but is not credited with its discovery because
 a) it was too faint to be worth drawing
+ b) it was in a transition between retrograde and direct motion
 c) none of these are true
 d) he never published his drawing
 e) he thought it was a moon of Saturn

47. What is a Bok globule in the formation of stellar systems?
+ a) A small portion of a giant cloud that collapses
 b) A small planet that formed before any stars have formed
 c) A supernovae precurser that attracts more gas atoms
 d) A black hole that enters a cloud and triggers the collapse
 e) A cluster of giant molecular clouds that coalesce to form a solar system

48. Absolute magnitude is
 a) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
 b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
+ c) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
 d) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
 e) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.

49. An active galaxy is emitting a significant amount of its energy from _____
+ a) gravity
 b) nuclear fusion
 c) nuclear fission
 d) magnetism
 e) exploding stars

50. Evidence for the Copernican system is that the Earth does not seem to move.
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE
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AstroFinalExamv2s2
1. I gravity is what holds stars in a cluster together, what is the most important process that causes them to spread apart?
___ a) antigravity
___ b) solar wind
___ c) random motion
___ d) supernovae
___ e) magnetism

2. The largest galaxy in the local group is
___ a) M31
___ b) antgalexy
___ c) Andromeda
___ d) M52
___ e) Milky way

3. It is important to distinguish between molecules (collectively) in a gas and one individual molecule. This question is about a
typical molecule in the gas. For a planet with a given mass, size, and density, which type of gas is more likely to escape?
___ a) atoms in a gas with more atomic mass are more likely to escape
___ b) atoms in a denser gas are more likely to escape
___ c) atoms in a colder gas are more likely to escape
___ d) all types of gas are equally likely to escape
___ e) atoms in a hotter gas is more likely to escape

4. At 6pm a 1st quarter moon would be
___ a) overhead
___ b) eastern horizon
___ c) below the horizon
___ d) western horizon
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5. Many supernovae begin as a shock wave in the core that was caused by
___ a) all of these processes contribute to the shock wave
___ b) iron fusing into heavier elements such as uranium
___ c) carbon and other elements fusing into iron
___ d) electrons being driven into protons to form neutrons
___ e) the conversion of carbon into diamonds,

6. This light clock is associated with
___ a) all of these are true
___ b) doppler shift
___ c) general relativity
___ d) special relativity
___ e) gravitational shift

7. Who drew these sketches?

___ a) Galileo
___ b) Kepler
___ c) Copernicus
___ d) Ptolemy
___ e) Aristotle

8. Roughly how much bigger is a the Sun than a gas planet?
___ a) 3
___ b) 10
___ c) 100
___ d) 300
___ e) 30
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9. Galileo used the terminator to
___ a) deduce the color beneath the dust layer
___ b) compensate for stellar parallax
___ c) observe the wobble of the Moon's orbit
___ d) correlate color with whether the region had mountains
___ e) none of these

10. At 9am a new moon would be}
___ a) high in western sky
___ b) high in eastern sky
___ c) overhead
___ d) eastern horizon
___ e) below the western horizon

11. The revolution of Haley's comet around the Sun is opposite that of the 8 planets.
___ a) true
___ b) false

12. Relative magnitude is
___ a) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
___ b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
___ c) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
___ d) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
___ e) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.

13. What is at the center of this magnified image of a Martian meteorite? fragment?

___ a) evidence that Mars once had oceans
___ b) irrefutable evidence that Mars once had life
___ c) controversial evidence that Mars once had life
___ d) evidence that Mars now has active volcanoes

magnified Martian meteorite

___ e) evidence that Mars once had active volcanoes
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14. How would one describe the status of Kepler's family when he was a child?
___ a) of noble birth, but in poverty
___ b) wealth and of noble birth
___ c) wealthy but not of noble birth
___ d) his father and grandfather were scientists
___ e) neither wealthy nor of noble birth

15. Knowing the barycenter of two stars is useful because it tells us the total mass
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

16. One reason that Venus's atmosphere has more carbon dioxide than Earth's is that
___ a) Venus is exposed to a stronger solar wind strips away the other gasses
___ b) Venus has a lower magnetic field that disassociates carbon dioxide
___ c) the mass of Venus is slightly higher
___ d) Venus was too hot for oceans that could absorb the carbon dioxide

17. In what sequence did Mercury's weird terrain and Caloris basin form?
___ a) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years before the Caloris basin
___ b) The were formed at exactly the same time
___ c) The weird terrain was formed a few millions years after the Caloris basin
___ d) The weird terrain was formed almost immediately after the Caloris basin
___ e) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years after the Caloris basin

18. At 6pm a third quarter moon would be
___ a) eastern horizon
___ b) western horizon
___ c) overhead
___ d) below the horizon
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19. According to Wikipedia, a "mineral" is a naturally occurring solid that
___ a) has useful value
___ b) is heterogeneous
___ c) is by a chemical formula
___ d) does not contain carbon
___ e) contains carbon

20. What was Messier doing when he independently rediscovered the Crab in 1758?
___ a) Trying to measure the orbital radius of a planet
___ b) Attempting to count asteroids
___ c) Looking for lobsters
___ d) Looking for a comet that he knew would be appearing in that part of the sky.
___ e) Attempting one of the first star charts

21. Which planet spends more days in a given retrograde?
___ a) It depends on the season
___ b) Earth
___ c) Mars
___ d) Saturn
___ e) They are all equal

22. Many stars in a typical globular cluster are nearly as old as the universe
___ a) True
___ b) False

23. Place yourself in an expanding raisinbread model of Hubble expansion. A raisin originally situated at a distance of 2 cm
expands out to 4 cm. To what distance would a raisin originally situated at a distance of 4 cm expand?
___ a) 6
___ b) 4
___ c) 3
___ d) 2
___ e) 8
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24. Rilles are caused by
___ a) meteors
___ b) water
___ c) meteorites
___ d) lava
___ e) impacts

25. What is the mechanism that heats the interior of Jupiter?
___ a) magnetism
___ b) radioactivity
___ c) electricity
___ d) tides
___ e) rain

26. Most globular clusters that we see in the sky orbit _____ and have ______ orbits
___ a) within the disk of the Milky way ... elliptic orbits
___ b) the center of the Milky way ... nearly circular
___ c) the center of the Milky way ... elliptic orbits
___ d) within the disk of the Milky way ... nearly circular

27. An active galaxy is emitting a significant amount of its energy from _____
___ a) exploding stars
___ b) nuclear fission
___ c) nuclear fusion
___ d) magnetism
___ e) gravity
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28. What is a Bok globule in the formation of stellar systems?
___ a) A small portion of a giant cloud that collapses
___ b) A small planet that formed before any stars have formed
___ c) A black hole that enters a cloud and triggers the collapse
___ d) A cluster of giant molecular clouds that coalesce to form a solar system
___ e) A supernovae precurser that attracts more gas atoms

29. The liquid water ocean of Saturn's largest moon Titan,
___ a) explains how the elevation of a smooth planet seems to rise and fall
___ b) Two other answers are correct
___ c) is less than one meter in depth
___ d) is known to contain life
___ e) is postulated to cover 1530% of its surface

30. We know that Galileo saw Neptune, but is not credited with its discovery because
___ a) it was too faint to be worth drawing
___ b) he thought it was a moon of Saturn
___ c) none of these are true
___ d) it was in a transition between retrograde and direct motion
___ e) he never published his drawing

31. Ganymede, Europa, and Io have ratios in __________ that are 1:2:4.
___ a) orbital period
___ b) density
___ c) Argon isotope abundance
___ d) rotational period
___ e) Two other answers are correct (making this the only true answer).

32. Evidence for the Copernican system is that the Earth does not seem to move.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE
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33. Tycho tended to favor religious arguments over scientific arguments when justifying his opinions about the
geocentric/heliocentric controversy.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

34. Where is the SunJupiter barycenter?
___ a) Just above the Sun's surface
___ b) The question remains unresolved
___ c) Just above Jupiter's surface
___ d) At the center of Jupiter
___ e) At the center of the Sun

35. The goecentric theory put the Sun
___ a) in orbit around Earth
___ b) orbiting around the Moon
___ c) at the center of the solar system
___ d) at the center of the universe
___ e) none of the above or below are true

36. The "terminator" for Galileo was
___ a) the most distant star he could see
___ b) the division between east and west
___ c) sunrise or sunset
___ d) the equator
___ e) his trial for heresy

37. The historical record shows that in 1066 AD a supernovae was discovered by astronomers in _____ and _____
___ a) Greece and Central America
___ b) Greece and North America
___ c) China and South America
___ d) Egypt and China
___ e) Greece and China
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38. Absolute magnitude is
___ a) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
___ b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
___ c) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
___ d) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
___ e) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.

39. Which of the following changes in the properties of a giant molecular cloud might cause it to collapse?
___ a) Two of these are correct
___ b) Decrease mass at fixed temperature and size
___ c) Increase temperature at fixed mass and size
___ d) Increase mass at fixed temperature and size
___ e) Increase size at fixed pressure and mass

40. At 6pm a waxing crescent moon would be}
___ a) eastern horizon
___ b) high in western sky
___ c) nadir
___ d) overhead
___ e) western horizon

41. In planetary science, the frost line refers to a distance away from
___ a) ecliptic plane
___ b) either pole of a planet
___ c) the star in the middle
___ d) the north pole of a planet
___ e) the south pole of a planet
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42. Suppose the light clock involved a ball being tossed back and forth on a train going
just under the speed of sound. In contrast to the situation for light reflecting back and
forth on a train going just under the speed of light, there is virtually no time dilation.
Why?
___ a) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling faster.
___ b) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
greater.
___ c) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be smaller.
___ d) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling more slowly.
___ e) Special relativity is valid only for objects travelling in a vacuum.

43. Most ancient Roman and most medieval scholars thought the Earth was flat.
___ a) TRUE
___ b) FALSE

44. The lobate feature shown in the figure is evidence of
}
___ a) dust storms
___ b) plate tectonics
___ c) water flow
___ d) wind erosion
___ e) lava flow

45. In 1989 the satellite Hipparcos was launched primarily for obtaining parallaxes and proper
motions allowing measurements of stellar parallax for stars up to about 500 parsecs away, which
is about ____ times the diameter of the Milky Way Galaxy.

Martian lobate feature

___ a) 15
___ b) 150
___ c) 1.5
___ d) .015
___ e) 0.15
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46. What is this?
___ a) the magnetic field of Saturn
___ b) the magnetic field of Venus
___ c) colliding galaxies
___ d) a supernovae remnant
___ e) a dying star

47. Pluto is classified as
___ a) a natural satellite of Neptune
___ b) a dwarf planet with no natural satellites
___ c) an asteroid belt object
___ d) a natural satellite of Uranus
___ e) a dwarf planet and a transNeptunian object.

48. In Kepler's era, astronomy was usually considered a part of natural philosophy
___ a) true
___ b) false

49. All planets lie within a nearly flat disc called the __________ plane
___ a) retrograde
___ b) interstellar
___ c) ecliptic
___ d) fissile
___ e) angular

50. Why was the discovery of Pluto peculiar?
___ a) It was discovered by a calculation based on flawed assumptions
___ b) It was discovered during a survey looking for stars
___ c) It was the first time a planet's period of orbit around the sun was used to calculate the planet's mass
___ d) It was seen by Galileo, who thought it was a star
___ e) It was seen by Halley, who was looking for comets
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Key to AstroFinalExamv2s2
1. I gravity is what holds stars in a cluster together, what is the most important process that causes them to spread apart?
 a) antigravity
 b) solar wind
+ c) random motion
 d) supernovae
 e) magnetism

2. The largest galaxy in the local group is
 a) M31
 b) antgalexy
+ c) Andromeda
 d) M52
 e) Milky way

3. It is important to distinguish between molecules (collectively) in a gas and one individual molecule. This question is about a
typical molecule in the gas. For a planet with a given mass, size, and density, which type of gas is more likely to escape?
 a) atoms in a gas with more atomic mass are more likely to escape
 b) atoms in a denser gas are more likely to escape
 c) atoms in a colder gas are more likely to escape
 d) all types of gas are equally likely to escape
+ e) atoms in a hotter gas is more likely to escape

4. At 6pm a 1st quarter moon would be
+ a) overhead
 b) eastern horizon
 c) below the horizon
 d) western horizon
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5. Many supernovae begin as a shock wave in the core that was caused by
 a) all of these processes contribute to the shock wave
 b) iron fusing into heavier elements such as uranium
 c) carbon and other elements fusing into iron
+ d) electrons being driven into protons to form neutrons
 e) the conversion of carbon into diamonds,

6. This light clock is associated with
 a) all of these are true
 b) doppler shift
 c) general relativity
+ d) special relativity
 e) gravitational shift

7. Who drew these sketches?

+ a) Galileo
 b) Kepler
 c) Copernicus
 d) Ptolemy
 e) Aristotle

8. Roughly how much bigger is a the Sun than a gas planet?
 a) 3
+ b) 10
 c) 100
 d) 300
 e) 30
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9. Galileo used the terminator to
 a) deduce the color beneath the dust layer
 b) compensate for stellar parallax
 c) observe the wobble of the Moon's orbit
+ d) correlate color with whether the region had mountains
 e) none of these

10. At 9am a new moon would be}
 a) high in western sky
+ b) high in eastern sky
 c) overhead
 d) eastern horizon
 e) below the western horizon

11. The revolution of Haley's comet around the Sun is opposite that of the 8 planets.
+ a) true
 b) false

12. Relative magnitude is
 a) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
+ b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
 c) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
 d) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
 e) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.

13. What is at the center of this magnified image of a Martian meteorite? fragment?

 a) evidence that Mars once had oceans
 b) irrefutable evidence that Mars once had life
+ c) controversial evidence that Mars once had life
 d) evidence that Mars now has active volcanoes

magnified Martian meteorite

 e) evidence that Mars once had active volcanoes
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14. How would one describe the status of Kepler's family when he was a child?
+ a) of noble birth, but in poverty
 b) wealth and of noble birth
 c) wealthy but not of noble birth
 d) his father and grandfather were scientists
 e) neither wealthy nor of noble birth

15. Knowing the barycenter of two stars is useful because it tells us the total mass
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE

16. One reason that Venus's atmosphere has more carbon dioxide than Earth's is that
 a) Venus is exposed to a stronger solar wind strips away the other gasses
 b) Venus has a lower magnetic field that disassociates carbon dioxide
 c) the mass of Venus is slightly higher
+ d) Venus was too hot for oceans that could absorb the carbon dioxide

17. In what sequence did Mercury's weird terrain and Caloris basin form?
 a) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years before the Caloris basin
 b) The were formed at exactly the same time
 c) The weird terrain was formed a few millions years after the Caloris basin
+ d) The weird terrain was formed almost immediately after the Caloris basin
 e) The weird terrain was formed approximately 2 billions years after the Caloris basin

18. At 6pm a third quarter moon would be
 a) eastern horizon
 b) western horizon
 c) overhead
+ d) below the horizon
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19. According to Wikipedia, a "mineral" is a naturally occurring solid that
 a) has useful value
 b) is heterogeneous
+ c) is by a chemical formula
 d) does not contain carbon
 e) contains carbon

20. What was Messier doing when he independently rediscovered the Crab in 1758?
 a) Trying to measure the orbital radius of a planet
 b) Attempting to count asteroids
 c) Looking for lobsters
+ d) Looking for a comet that he knew would be appearing in that part of the sky.
 e) Attempting one of the first star charts

21. Which planet spends more days in a given retrograde?
 a) It depends on the season
 b) Earth
 c) Mars
+ d) Saturn
 e) They are all equal

22. Many stars in a typical globular cluster are nearly as old as the universe
+ a) True
 b) False

23. Place yourself in an expanding raisinbread model of Hubble expansion. A raisin originally situated at a distance of 2 cm
expands out to 4 cm. To what distance would a raisin originally situated at a distance of 4 cm expand?
 a) 6
 b) 4
 c) 3
 d) 2
+ e) 8
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24. Rilles are caused by
 a) meteors
 b) water
 c) meteorites
+ d) lava
 e) impacts

25. What is the mechanism that heats the interior of Jupiter?
 a) magnetism
 b) radioactivity
 c) electricity
 d) tides
+ e) rain

26. Most globular clusters that we see in the sky orbit _____ and have ______ orbits
 a) within the disk of the Milky way ... elliptic orbits
 b) the center of the Milky way ... nearly circular
+ c) the center of the Milky way ... elliptic orbits
 d) within the disk of the Milky way ... nearly circular

27. An active galaxy is emitting a significant amount of its energy from _____
 a) exploding stars
 b) nuclear fission
 c) nuclear fusion
 d) magnetism
+ e) gravity
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28. What is a Bok globule in the formation of stellar systems?
+ a) A small portion of a giant cloud that collapses
 b) A small planet that formed before any stars have formed
 c) A black hole that enters a cloud and triggers the collapse
 d) A cluster of giant molecular clouds that coalesce to form a solar system
 e) A supernovae precurser that attracts more gas atoms

29. The liquid water ocean of Saturn's largest moon Titan,
+ a) explains how the elevation of a smooth planet seems to rise and fall
 b) Two other answers are correct
 c) is less than one meter in depth
 d) is known to contain life
 e) is postulated to cover 1530% of its surface

30. We know that Galileo saw Neptune, but is not credited with its discovery because
 a) it was too faint to be worth drawing
 b) he thought it was a moon of Saturn
 c) none of these are true
+ d) it was in a transition between retrograde and direct motion
 e) he never published his drawing

31. Ganymede, Europa, and Io have ratios in __________ that are 1:2:4.
 a) orbital period
 b) density
 c) Argon isotope abundance
 d) rotational period
+ e) Two other answers are correct (making this the only true answer).

32. Evidence for the Copernican system is that the Earth does not seem to move.
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE
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33. Tycho tended to favor religious arguments over scientific arguments when justifying his opinions about the
geocentric/heliocentric controversy.
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE

34. Where is the SunJupiter barycenter?
+ a) Just above the Sun's surface
 b) The question remains unresolved
 c) Just above Jupiter's surface
 d) At the center of Jupiter
 e) At the center of the Sun

35. The goecentric theory put the Sun
+ a) in orbit around Earth
 b) orbiting around the Moon
 c) at the center of the solar system
 d) at the center of the universe
 e) none of the above or below are true

36. The "terminator" for Galileo was
 a) the most distant star he could see
 b) the division between east and west
+ c) sunrise or sunset
 d) the equator
 e) his trial for heresy

37. The historical record shows that in 1066 AD a supernovae was discovered by astronomers in _____ and _____
 a) Greece and Central America
 b) Greece and North America
 c) China and South America
+ d) Egypt and China
 e) Greece and China
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38. Absolute magnitude is
 a) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from Earth
+ b) a numerical measure of brightness as seen from a distance of approximately 33 lightyears
 c) an astronomical object with known luminosity.
 d) an annual change in angular position of a star as seen from Earth
 e) the total amount of energy emitted per unit time.

39. Which of the following changes in the properties of a giant molecular cloud might cause it to collapse?
 a) Two of these are correct
 b) Decrease mass at fixed temperature and size
 c) Increase temperature at fixed mass and size
+ d) Increase mass at fixed temperature and size
 e) Increase size at fixed pressure and mass

40. At 6pm a waxing crescent moon would be}
 a) eastern horizon
+ b) high in western sky
 c) nadir
 d) overhead
 e) western horizon

41. In planetary science, the frost line refers to a distance away from
 a) ecliptic plane
 b) either pole of a planet
+ c) the star in the middle
 d) the north pole of a planet
 e) the south pole of a planet
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42. Suppose the light clock involved a ball being tossed back and forth on a train going
just under the speed of sound. In contrast to the situation for light reflecting back and
forth on a train going just under the speed of light, there is virtually no time dilation.
Why?
+ a) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling
faster.
 b) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be
greater.
 c) The observer on the ground would perceive the width the train to be smaller.
 d) The observer on the ground would perceive the ball to be travelling more slowly.
 e) Special relativity is valid only for objects travelling in a vacuum.

43. Most ancient Roman and most medieval scholars thought the Earth was flat.
 a) TRUE
+ b) FALSE

44. The lobate feature shown in the figure is evidence of
}
 a) dust storms
 b) plate tectonics
 c) water flow
 d) wind erosion
+ e) lava flow

45. In 1989 the satellite Hipparcos was launched primarily for obtaining parallaxes and proper
motions allowing measurements of stellar parallax for stars up to about 500 parsecs away, which
is about ____ times the diameter of the Milky Way Galaxy.

Martian lobate feature

 a) 15
 b) 150
 c) 1.5
+ d) .015
 e) 0.15
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46. What is this?
 a) the magnetic field of Saturn
 b) the magnetic field of Venus
 c) colliding galaxies
 d) a supernovae remnant
+ e) a dying star

47. Pluto is classified as
 a) a natural satellite of Neptune
 b) a dwarf planet with no natural satellites
 c) an asteroid belt object
 d) a natural satellite of Uranus
+ e) a dwarf planet and a transNeptunian object.

48. In Kepler's era, astronomy was usually considered a part of natural philosophy
 a) true
+ b) false

49. All planets lie within a nearly flat disc called the __________ plane
 a) retrograde
 b) interstellar
+ c) ecliptic
 d) fissile
 e) angular

50. Why was the discovery of Pluto peculiar?
+ a) It was discovered by a calculation based on flawed assumptions
 b) It was discovered during a survey looking for stars
 c) It was the first time a planet's period of orbit around the sun was used to calculate the planet's mass
 d) It was seen by Galileo, who thought it was a star
 e) It was seen by Halley, who was looking for comets
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